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 Content placement algorithm is an integral part of the cloud-based content 
de-livery network. They are responsible for selecting a precise content to be 

re-posited over the surrogate servers distributed over a geographical region. 

Although various works are being already carried out in this sector, there are 

loopholes connected to most of the work, which doesn't have much 
disclosure. It is already known that quality of service, quality of experience, 

and the cost is always an essential objective targeting to be improved in 

existing work. Still, there are various other aspects and underlying reasons 

which are equally important from the design aspect. Therefore, this paper 
contributes towards reviewing the existing approaches of content placement 

algorithm over cloud-based content delivery network targeting to explore 

open-end re-search issues. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advancement of cloud computing and its associated utility, there is an increased 

proliferation of resource leasing to construct a content delivery network [1]. Owing to the limited features of 

the content delivery network, the recent trend of work is majorly towards migrating to the cloud-based 

content delivery network which is mainly due to magnified traffic over large datacenters. The benefit of 

migrating to the cloud-based content delivery network is security, reliability, elasticity, flexibility, and 

scalability. Apart from this, the operational expenditure is significantly controlled by the cloud-based content 

delivery network, which leads to maximized adoption of both small and large-scale businesses with higher 

agility. The content management subsystem system focuses on two aspects, viz. to perform placement of 

surrogate server and what to select for content and to deliver them. The content placement selection is further 

carried out by two standard approaches of push-based and pull-based strategy [2]. The push-based content 

placement strategy is mainly cooperative in its form, while the pull-based strategy is again classified into 

cooperative and non-cooperative form. The concept is purely based on obtaining the contents by surrogate 

servers from the origin server. The content placement algorithm's effectiveness depends upon the cost factor 

by positioning the precise contents over the correct surrogate servers. The content placement algorithm must 

yield contents with the maximized resolution, which is also prone to unpredictability with reduced delay. At 

present, there are various content placement algorithms developed to be working over a cloud-based content 

delivery network. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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This paper discusses various technical attributes and aspects to understand the effectiveness of 

existing content placement algorithms over the cloud-based content delivery network. The paper's 

organization is as follows: Section 1 discusses the criticality and significance of the content placement 

algorithm, followed by discusses the research problems and briefing of the proposed solution, while section 2 

illustrates the proposed analytical model. Section 3 discusses simulation outcomes while section 4 

summarizes the paper. 

At present, there are three types of contents, viz. static and dynamic contents [3]. There are two 

types of content in the cloud-based content delivery network, i.e., data and metadata [4]. The conventional 

content delivery network is designed only for static, while a cloud-based content delivery network is 

designed both static and dynamic. The majority of the present era contents are user-generated and are 

essential multimedia files from the social network [5], [6]. They are immensely large in shape. At present, 

four essential factors are required to ensure its incorporation for the development of the content placement 

algorithm (CPA) viz: i) fault tolerance, ii) consistency, iii) latency, and iv) cost [7]. From a fault tolerance 

viewpoint, content availability is the prime aspect. From a consistency viewpoint, replica number and 

frequency of updating replica as the major objectives. The major components are round trip time, end-to-end 

delay, throughput, hop count, jitter, and geodesic distance from the latency viewpoint. The essential 

components are storage, bandwidth, and resource allocation [8]. Hence, these are mandatory to possess as an 

essential characteristic while developing such an algorithm. However, existing approaches don't have such 

inclusion in their design aspect, and hence they do not have full-fledged coverage of the essential problems. 

One essential thing to the node is that existing models do not consider any form of underlying networking 

system and hence fail to offer the claims of fault tolerance mainly, which should always be the core target. 

So, the content placement algorithm's significance is only high if all these four essential factors are retained 

in any design or to the maximum extent. Therefore, with content placement algorithm enhancement over the 

cloud-based content delivery network, upcoming applications cannot be supported. There is a need for more 

research work in this area. They demand more consistency, content availability, and fault tolerance features 

while working with the cloud-based content delivery network. Therefore, an effective and optimal design of 

content placement algorithm is required to offer a better quality of service and quality of experience for any 

service relayed to end-users in the cloud environment. 

Consider that there are a group of origin servers O as well as a group of surrogate server S in such a 

way that there is a higher number of origin servers O compared to the surrogate servers S. Considering such 

system consists of N number of contents, graph G can be formulated as G=(V, E) where vertices V is union 

operation between O and S. The edge E is considered as directional communication link that connect server 

Φi with another server Φj.  

The capacity of storage Capi is considered for all surrogate servers such that the value of i resides 

between 1 and |S|. The channel capacity of µij is considered for all the links between the server with each data 

bearing the cost of τij and duration of communication d(eij), active time of channel a(eij), and passive time of 

channel p(eij). All the content cm is considered to possess a specific type tm, size αm, similarity factor βmn 

obtained from different contents. Other parameters considered for modelling are an index of popularity γm, 

rate of refreshing rm, metric for quality-of-service ηm. For all the contents cm, every modelling considers 

formulating rate of request rm, and cost for positioning the content cm over a surrogate server is represented as 

ψim along with consideration of the rate of failure fim. The prime problem will be to explore an optimal 

strategy for content placement considering that a precise number of replicated version of all the contents cj 

along with their respective positioning over the surrogate serves in S with the condition that all the contents cj 

should cater up the metric for quality of service ηj. Apart from this, it must also minimize the cost associated 

with the delivery and hosting of the contents and increase the utilization of the bandwidth and quality of 

service for all the end-users. This should be ascertained considering consistency, availability, and latency. 

Figure 1 highlights the problem of content placement, which shows a single origin server connected with the 

surrogate server that is distributed geographically using cloud-based content placement. The variable N is 

used to represent the content placement group over the origin server, which is being managed externally by 

the service provider of a cloud-based content delivery network. The figure also highlights the end-users' 

demands associated with the contents over different forms of surrogate servers. The prime target is to 

efficiently replicate the content and position the content over the surrogate server to offer seamless services 

with higher service quality. 

This section discusses the existing approaches of content placement algorithms (CPA) applied over 

the cloud-based content delivery network (CCDN). It should be known that existing approaches of CPA 

mainly target controlling the operational cost and enhance the quality-of-service Wu [9], Jin et al. [10]. It also 

focuses on catering up the content popularity that is dynamically changing and understanding the access 

pattern of the contents associated with the end-user. The current development process in CPA also associates 

with the operational cost, which is connected with resource consumption over the cloud where the primary 
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entities are cost associated with content storage over a surrogate server and bandwidth consumption to extract 

the contents finally followed by updating operation Jia et al. [11] and Herbaut et al. [12]. Usually, it is found 

that the service provider of CCDN incurs this cost with the participation of third parties' cloud infrastructure. 

The studies in such direction are mainly meant for the reduction of such operational cost along with the 

assurance of the quality of service for end-users Frangoudis et al. [13] and Xie et al. [14]. Existing 

approaches towards the quality of service associated with CPA is mainly confined to either soft guarantee or 

hard guarantee for some specific metrics in quality of service Sung et al. [15], Xuan et al. [16]. There is a 

various representation of metrics associated with quality of service in the study of CPA associated with 

CCDN, e.g., round-trip time, hop count, jitter in delay, geodesic distance, end-to-end delay, and latency [17]. 

Existing studies have also noticed an inclination of the area of interest from the quality of service to the 

quality of experience as seen in Casas' work [18]. However, such categories of work are usually subjective or 

highly user-centric. However, there are also existing studies that claim that adherence towards such quality of 

experience is quite challenging, as reported in the work of Casas et al. [18] and Seufert et al. [19]. Hence, it 

was found that the quality of the service is not equivalent to the quality of experience owing to the adoption 

of different dependable parameters to meet the satisfaction of users concerning the services of CCDN. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1. Associated problems of CP and the possibility of a solution: (a) problem scenario and  

(b) possibility of solution 

 

 

Existing approaches of CPA are also focused on achieving an effective allocation of dynamic 

resources as well as better utilization of resources Padmavathi et al. [20] and Zhang et al. [21]. However, a 

closer look into such strategies towards resource-based approaches found that they are used to enhance the 

utilization of the resources that are already leased, and it doesn't perform any further leased resources. 

Although the term resource utilization is closely linked with the cost of operation, its usage differs from only 

reducing the cost of allocation of resources. Hence, both are not equivalent terms Liao et al. [22] and Yong 

[23]. Similarly, utilization of resources represents the transmission of maximum contents through the 

equivalent adopted surrogated server before adopting novel cloud resources. There is another similar form of 
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the term called resource provisioning in CPA over CCDN. This is related to adopt or release varied resources 

to cater to the dynamics of end-user demands Baccour et al. [24]. The cloud elasticity is leveraged using such 

an approach, and it has a direct contribution towards constructing CPA over CCDN. Therefore, these studies 

show certain standards for developing an efficient architecture of the CPA-based model, which are a cost of 

operation, quality of service, utilization of resources, and provisioning of resources as shown in Figure 2. 

There are various works towards developing a CPA in CCDN, mainly using a centralized greedy approach or 

distributed greedy approach. Existing studies also show that heuristics, non-convex optimization, Lyapunov 

optimization, and depth-first search are also used to implement the content's flow using either a push-based 

approach or pull-based approach as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Dependable factors for efficient design of the CPA approach 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Taxonomies of CPA in CCDN 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

From the Figure 3, it can be seen that the push and pull-based approach are the prime strategies for 

developing the CPA over CCDN. Following are the research work in both approaches: 

 

2.1.  Pull-based approach 

This approach is mainly developed considering caching to ensure higher availability of contents and 

control the access delay of the contents. The entire operation is carried out on-demand, fetching the contents 

and targets for the surrogate server's optimal usage. The caching operation is carried out either by an en-route 

process, hierarchical process, and hybrid manner. In the process of en-route caching, the initial surrogate 

server managers the request of the end-user considering the route to the origin server from the end-user  

[25]-[29]. In hierarchical caching, the hierarchical levels are used to propagate the request until it meets the 

condition to be satisfied [30], [31]. Both approaches can be combined together to form a hybrid process that 

targets the availability of contents and minimizes access duration of contents [32]. Another pull-based 

approach called cooperative caching, which mainly orients about positioning the contents, includes 

performing a certain standard operation of consistency management, searching, and placement [33]. It was 

also seen that conventional CCDN deploys the caching for CPA development using the least recently used 
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replacement policy owing to its non-sophisticate design and implementation. There is also research work that 

uses the time-to-live factor for the development of replacement policy in caching. This is mainly used for the 

flexible management of CCDN for controlling losing contents over the network and the cost of operation. 

The concept of time-to-live-based caching is presented by Carlsson et al. [34] with a target to enhance the 

cost of cache storage. It is found capable of catering to both local and global requests. Hu et al. [35] have 

created a dynamic algorithm to reduce the storage cost and replication, and bandwidth. However, the study's 

outcome is found to offer a trade-off between contents service from either the CCDN node or source node. 

The issue of content placement problem was also studied by Jin et al. [36], where the aim was to reduce the 

bandwidth and storage cost. Adoption of the centralized system with enhanced DFS is investigated by Wang 

et al. [37] meant for cost-controlling resources. Guan and Choi [38] have implemented a technique using 

delay/latency reduction targeting towards increasing the cost of forwarding contents towards the surrogate 

server. The outcome shows a better degree of cooperation among the surrogate server. Rappaport and Raz 

[39] have presented a technique considering the constraint of the surrogate server's capacity to utilize 

capacity. Katsalis et al. [40] have presented a holistic method for minimizing operational cost considering 

content size variability. Another cost control approach was presented by Hu et al. [41] in the form of caching 

and differential provisioning using a greedy approach. The outcome shows significant supportability of 

service delivery on multi-path. The work of Chen et al. [42] has used pre-allocated greedy requests for 

controlling the cost of access control considering the constraint of quality of service based on distance. The 

outcome is found to adapt to all the patterns of request dynamically. 

 

2.2.  Push-based approach 

Using this content delivery approach, the existing schemes perform the end-users allocation to the 

specific surrogate server that can cater to processing its request. In this approach, the mapping operation is 

carried out randomly. The input to the system is basically a group of surrogate servers to carry out content 

delivery. The existing system uses the prioritization of the surrogate server for a better quality of service. 

End-users' assignment is carried out to the surrogate server considering the distance factor based on geodesic 

distance, delay, hop count [43]. The existing system has also witnessed weight-based prioritization of 

surrogate servers. The ratio of channel capacity and storage unit is important for the surrogate server to 

optimize the storage cost and content delivery cost [37], [41]. The surrogate server's prioritization is carried 

out using path metrics parameters to minimize the cost of content delivery and facilitate a better quality of 

service [44]. The problem associated with assigning the surrogates can be mitigated by prioritizing them. 

Existing approaches have also witnessed dynamic techniques to offer better adaptability by re-provisioning 

resources [37], [35]. They are mainly meant for CCDN. The operational cost is also found to be controlled 

using a hybrid approach (push and pull) for CPA in CCDN with an idea of the implementation toward 

achieving a better quality of service [45], [46]. Apart from this, it should be noted that the assignment of 

surrogate server essentially demands centralized information; however, it was found that if the CPA 

techniques are designed in a distributed fashion, then they offer more resilient and fault-tolerant operation. 

Hence, most of the existing approaches don't support a long-term minimization of the operational cost after 

the contents are forwarded outside of the cloud. 

 

 

3. STUDY OUTCOME 

The prior section has discussed various standard techniques and methods for CPA over CCDN to 

adopt various methodologies towards addressing various problems. However, the majority of the problems 

are connected to cost control. Hence, it must have more insights into the core approaches and components 

used for design purposes in the existing system. A closer look into Figure 4 shows that the adoption of 

components differs for both the conventional approaches that essentially target cost minimization of content 

placement algorithm while working on CCDN. However, there are certain loopholes in the design 

methodology, which are required to be highlighted. Following are the observation being carried out while 

reviewing existing approaches: 

− Resource provisioning is a significant contributor towards controlling operational cost irrespective of its 

form of short-termed or dynamic nature. In existing ideas about operational cost controlling-based 

approaches, the studies target studying the influence of cost over quality of service and investigating the 

impact of replicates over service quality on end-user. The open-end problem is mainly in assessing the 

influence of quality of experience over the quality of service associated with CPA design over CCDN. 

− There is some dedicated work towards both push and pull approaches in designing CPA; however, they 

cannot be considered suitable for upcoming cloud system applications. The major open-end problems are 

assessing the impact of caching over the quality of service, understanding the impact of content 

prepositioning on the cost of operation, and investigating the cumulative gain from the existing push/pull 

method over content placement. 
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− Another significant factor to observe is the content popularity, mining content, mobile content, and 

consistency/availability. Owing to the variable and fluctuating degree of content sensitivity, the existing 

content placement algorithm is not equipped to handle this sensitivity problem. Another open-end 

problem is associated with the content delivery to the mobile equipment where both quality of service and 

experienced cannot be retained. Availability, as well as consistency, has always been encountering the 

trade-off concerning the dynamic behavior of the user. 

− None of the existing approaches towards CCDN has ever considered cost-effective redirection of request, 

directly affecting the quality of experience. It was also seen that there is a higher cost involvement of 

bandwidth and storage when redirection takes place between redirector and surrogate server. 

− Existing approaches are found not suitable for the upcoming application. There is a growing interest in 

fog computing, which demands using a surrogate server with a non-conventional design. Moreover, there 

is also a need to test it for its supportability over the heterogeneous network, missing in existing studies. 

− Finally, it should be noted that routes used for content delivery very often make use of different forms of 

access networks. At present, the studies carried out over the cloud environment have not considered this. 

It is essential to analyze the issues associated with controlling operation cost while using the 

heterogeneous network. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. Core component adoption in existing content placement algorithms in CCDN: (a) essential 

components adopted for pull-based content placement algorithms, (b) essential components adopted for push-

based content placement algorithms 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper has discussed the existing approaches to content placement algorithms in the cloud 

content delivery network. The paper contributes towards discussing the design aspect of the existing 

approach and connects with the level of affectivity towards content dynamics. It is also discussed that an 

effective design of content placement algorithm will need better utilization of resources, quality of service 

maximization, minimizing operational cost, and performs resource provisioning. The future research work 

could be carried out towards addressing the existing problems by introducing a novel topology of content 

placement rather than reusing the legacy version in cloud CDN. The core target will be to develop a dynamic 

framework for CCDN where the focus will be towards optimizing the performance of quality of service, 

latency, traffic management, storage optimization. 
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